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payment methods: you may have noticed that some components are under the $59.00 price but
some are listed as 'free'. this is because these components are available only to customers who

purchase the $59.00 license. if you purchase the license, you will be able to add the components into
your browser and save the browser to one of your computer hard drives. you will also be able to

download the content from the su plugins site from the same browser. you will not have to download
or use any other software. you can change a dynamic component logo by clicking on the little blue
icon in the bottom left corner of the preview images (see above). this will change the little green
logo to a blue one and if you click on the new blue icon you can change the component settings.

accessing paid content. if you own the paid version of podium browser, then you can access the paid
components. you can see the components by selecting insert mode and then pressing the right

mouse button and choosing show. using 3d warehouse components. you can access 3d warehouse
components directly in the podium browser. you can import 3d warehouse components using the file

import command. you must first go to the manage content window and then choose show 3d
warehouse components. then you can click the entry and choose the component you want to import.
now that the license is saved, we recommend that you always enter the serial number into the field
when you request the license. if you do not the paid content serial number is not saved for future
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